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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | Gravity Rules of Form | The
book entitled &apos;The Variable Entities&apos; is focused on the study of force and energy
pronounced as entropy within the Plank&apos;s space as well as celestial boundary. A vector
quantity as the force constituting a scalar type energy is by recent quantum theory research found
to yield own visible spectra on both big and small scales. Small scale research of the virtual image
for energy and force associated to a particular physical quantity can add to the drawing out of an
inference about early sample for the further observational experiment at cosmic horizon. The
technology is based on analysis of holographic image which forms on 2-D photographic plate for 3-
D horizon and on 3-D photographic medium for 4-D horizon which both are possible by split of
LASER cast by transparent mirror while axial rotation of gyroscopic wheel at right angle happens
with a strong beam. A virtual image appears with the real also but the former is the main point in
study because is result of information as a kind of entropy which may imply learning tools of sub-
atomic structure, impact, then afterward emergence of universal parts...
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Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be transform as soon as you full reading this
book.
-- Marvin Okuneva-- Marvin Okuneva

Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident that i will likely to read again once
more down the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Zachery Mertz-- Zachery Mertz
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